The suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCNs) of the hypothalamus contain a circadian clock that exerts profound control over rhythmic physiology and behavior. The clock consists of multiple autonomous cellular pacemakers distributed throughout the rat SCN. In response to a shift in the light schedule, the SCN rapidly changes phase to achieve the appropriate phase relationship with the shifted light schedule. Through use of a transgenic rat in which rhythmicity in transcription of the Period 1 gene was measured with a luciferase reporter (Per1-luc), we have been successful in tracking the time course of molecular rhythm phase readjustments in different regions of the SCN that occur in response to a shift in the light schedule. We find that different regions of the SCN phase adjust at different rates, leading to transient internal desynchrony in Per1-luc expression among SCN regions. This desynchrony among regions is most pronounced and prolonged when the light schedule is advanced compared with light schedule delays. A similar asymmetry in the speed of phase resetting is observed with locomotor behavior, suggesting that phase shifting kinetics within the SCN may underlay the differences observed in behavioral resetting to advances or delays in the light schedule.
Introduction
In mammals, the principal circadian pacemaker driving daily behavioral rhythms is located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) in the anterior hypothalamus (Moore and Eichler, 1972; Stephan and Zucker, 1972; Ralph et al., 1990) . The recent identification of mammalian clock genes has revealed that in addition to the SCN, other brain regions and non-neural tissues exhibit circadian oscillations in molecular cycling over which the SCN appears to act as a central pacemaker (Balsalobre et al., 1998; Yamazaki et al., 2000; Abe et al., 2002; Reppert and Weaver, 2002; Yoo et al., 2004) . The retinohypothalamic tract conveys photic information to the SCN, entraining the circadian pacemaker to the 24 h environmental cycle (Moore, 1973; Daan and Pittendrigh, 1976) . Photic cues are the most important entraining signals, and it is well established that the greatest density of retinal fibers travel to an area of the SCN referred to as the ventrolateral region and are more sparse in the area called the dorsomedial region (Johnson et al., 1988; Moga and Moore, 1997; Muscat et al., 2003) . These studies and others indicate that SCN cells are neither functionally nor regionally homogeneous (Hamada et al., 2001; Nakamura et al., 2001; Quintero et al., 2003; Schaap et al., 2003; Yamaguchi et al., 2003) .
How light entrains the SCN clock is not fully understood. The clock genes Period 1 (Per1) and Per2, which exhibit circadian expression within the SCN, appear to play a key role in lightinduced resetting of the mammalian clock, insomuch as both genes are rapidly induced after light stimulation at night (Albrecht et al., 1997; Shearman et al., 1997; Shigeyoshi et al., 1997; Tei et al., 1997) . Induction of Per1 is required for light/glutamateinduced phase shifts in both early (Akiyama et al., 1999) and late night (Tischkau et al., 2003) . After a shift in the light schedule, circadian rhythms reentrain to the new light/dark (LD) cycle, although a complete readjustment can take several cycles, especially for phase advances. During the readjustment period, desynchronization appears to develop among different oscillatory tissues and brain regions that readjust their phases at different rates (Yamazaki et al., 2000; Stokkan et al., 2001; Abe et al., 2002; Nagano et al., 2003) . In previous studies on reentrainment to phase-advanced light schedules, it was shown that the circadian rhythm of Per1 expression in the entire SCN shifted more rapidly than did the rhythm of locomotor behavior, Per1 expression in peripheral tissues (Yamazaki et al., 2000) , or SCN electrical activity measured in vivo or in vitro .
The present study was performed in an effort to explore the resetting kinetics of different region of the rat SCN using realtime imaging of Per1-luciferase (Per1-luc) activity in a Per1-luciferase transgenic rat model developed by Hida et al. (2000) and Yamazaki et al. (2000) . This rat model allows us to continu-ously observe the time course of Per1-luc rhythmicity, in vitro, in all regions of the SCN.
Materials and Methods
Animals. Per1-luciferase transgenic rat line W(perl)2, originally generated by Hida et al. (2000) and Yamazaki et al. (2000) , was used in these experiments, using the same strategy as in previous studies. The W(perl)2 rats (homozygous male; at 7-9 weeks of age) exhibited a freerunning period in constant darkness, 24.48 Ϯ 0.03 h (SE; n ϭ 12), which is very close to the period of the W(perl)1 heterozygote (24.43 Ϯ 0.02 h; n ϭ 20) (Yamazaki et al., 2000) and wild types (24.33 Ϯ 0.01). There are ϳ50 copies per genome of the transgene integrated in W(perl)2. Male homozygous W(perl)2 (1-4 months of age), which displayed brighter luminescence than W(perl)1 in the SCN, were used for this study. All rats were raised in the animal facility under a 12 h LD cycle (lights on at 5:00 A.M., lights off at 5:00 P.M.). Lights off was defined as Zeitgeber time (ZT) 12. The 6 h advance in the light schedule was accomplished by advancing the time of lights on, leading to one short 6 h night. The 6 h delay was accomplished by delaying the time of lights off, resulting in one long 18 h day. The light cycle continued after the light schedule advance or delay. Rats were killed just before lights off after their first, third, or sixth (for phase advance only) complete light cycle. Light intensity was 30 -60 W/ cm 2 (40 W fluorescent lamp; 100 -200 lux at cage level; Philips, Somerset, NJ). Food and water were available ad libitum throughout the experiments. All experiments were performed under the approval of the Committee on Animal Care and Use at the University of Virginia.
Per1-luc bioluminescence. Within 30 min before ZT 12, rats were anesthetized with halothane and decapitated. The brain was removed and placed in cold HBSS. The hypothalamic slice containing paired SCNs (1.6 ϫ 2.0 mm; dissected size) was cut from 300 m coronal brain slices made with a vibratome slicer and placed on a culture membrane (Millicell-CM, PICM30-50m; Millipore, Bedford, MA) in 1.2 ml of DMEM (D2902; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) supplemented with 2% B27 (Invitrogen, San Diego, CA), 10 mM HEPES, 25,000 U/L penicillin, 25,000 g/L streptomycin, 352.5 mg/L sodium bicarbonate, 3.5 g/L D-glucose, and 0.1 mM luciferin (Promega, Madison, WI). These SCN slices were sealed in a 35 mm Petri dish with a coverslip and vacuum grease and maintained at 36°C in darkness.
Bioluminescence from the SCN slices was measured with an intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera (C2400) and an Argus-50 photon-counting image processor from Hamamatsu Photonic Systems (Hamamatsu, Japan). SCN slices were imaged from above with tandemmounted 50 mm f/1.2 Nikon (Tokyo, Japan) camera lenses attached to the ICCD camera. The modules and cultures were enclosed in a lighttight chamber (Hamamatsu Photonic Systems) inside a temperaturecontrolled incubator at 36°C and interfaced to image processor for continuous data acquisition. Photon counts were integrated 25 min at every 30 min intervals.
Quantitative analysis. The outer border of the SCN was defined by the image at the peak phase. We created a template of the SCN and analyzed the luminescence of serial images. Unilateral SCNs were divided into 15 regions, each region containing 5 ϫ 5 pixels. Per1-luc luminescence was quantified using the Scion (Frederick, MD) Image program (version Beta 4.0.2) and was represented as the mean gray value per pixel in an eight-bit gradient. The peaks in each section of the SCN were determined by using a five-point (2.5 h) moving average time window. The highest point during the first complete cycle in vitro was defined as the peak. Two-way ANOVA was performed with light schedule (control and 6 h delays or advances) and sections in the SCN as factors to analyze the phase shift. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's test was used to analyze the difference of peak time in each section of the SCN. A section-by-section analysis was performed for both peak times and for trough times.
Results
Per1-luc rhythms within the SCN Brain slices containing the SCN exhibited robust rhythms in Per1-luc luminescence (Fig. 1a) . After the start of culture, the luminescence gradually decreased and then increased to show a peak in expression during the projected daytime of the previous light cycle. At the peak, the outer border of the SCN was easily distinguished by virtue of its higher luminescence than the surrounding tissue. We typically obtained three SCN slices in which the first slice contained the anterior part of the SCN and last slice the posterior side. We used the middle slice and applied a template that subdivided each SCN into 15 regions for analysis (Fig. 1b) .
We observed that the timing of Per1-luc expression was not uniform across the SCN. Initial increases in the Per1-luc signal first appeared in the dorsomedial SCN around ZT 2. Over time, the Per1-luc signal moved more laterally into the central part of the SCN toward the ventrolateral region (Fig. 1a) . We observed a peak time of ZT 7.8 Ϯ 0.2 (mean Ϯ SE; n ϭ 18) for the dorsomedial SCN and ZT 8.6 Ϯ 0.1 for the ventrolateral SCN (see Figs. 3a, 4a). There was a significant difference in the peak times within the SCN (ANOVA; F (14,238) ϭ 3.91; p Ͻ 0.001); the dorsomedial region was advanced with respect to ventrolateral areas (Tukey's test; p Ͻ 0.05). The steady-state phase difference between the dorsomedial and ventrolateral regions appears robust and not dependent on the phase marker used for the measurement. Analysis of phase differences between rhythm troughs revealed a similar result with a mean 1.1 h difference between the dorsomedial (ZT 22.7 Ϯ 0.3) and ventrolateral (ZT 23.8 Ϯ 0.3) regions.
Per1-luc rhythms after 6 h phase delays or advances
To compare our results to a previous reentrainment study (Yamazaki et al., 2000) that used a different transgenic rat line [W(perl)1 heterozygotes], we measured the time course of phase adjustments of the SCN to 6 h delays or advances in the light schedule (Fig. 2) . Measuring luminescent signals from the entire SCN, as reported previously, we found that phase delays occurred rapidly, with a nearly full adjustment after one cycle and a completed delay by the third light cycle. We also observed rapid phase advances, but our results differed from the previous study (Yamazaki et al., 2000) in that the phase advance was initially larger than 6 h, retarding to the appropriate steady-state advance over the next several days. Thus, although both phase advances and delays occurred rapidly, phase advances initially appeared to "overshoot" and then retarded to the appropriate steady-state value.
Regional Per1-luc rhythms after 6 h phase delay By analyzing the phases of individual regions within the SCN, we observed that the SCN undergoes internal desynchronization during phase adjustments to shifted light schedules. The transient desynchrony involves several regions of the SCN, and the composite behavior of the SCN can best be visualized in a threedimensional representation of phase plotted with respect to position within the SCN. Figure 3a displays the steady-state phase relationships of Per1 rhythmicity within the SCN. The tops of the individual histograms form a "phase plane" that is tilted upward in the left corner, indicating that in steady state, the dorsomedial portion of the SCN phase leads other regions, including the ventrolateral region (Fig. 3a) . Significant phase difference between the dorsomedial and other regions are indicated by asterisks on each histogram. On the first cycle after a 6 h phase delay, the phase plane changes orientation, becoming steeper, because of the fact that the ventrolateral and dorsolateral regions of the SCN have delayed more than the dorsomedial and ventromedial regions (Fig. 3b) . By day 3 after the light schedule shift, the phase plane has almost resumed the preshift orientation, indicating that the steady-state phase relationships among the various regions of the SCN have been nearly reestablished (Fig. 3c ). An identical analysis using rhythm troughs yielded similar results (data not shown). Comparing just the dorsomedial and ventrolateral regions (Fig. 3e) , after one complete cycle of 6 h phase delay, Per1 expression appeared in the dorsomedial SCN ϳ11-12 h after dusk (ZT 23 to ZT 24) and showed peak expression at ZT 5.8 Ϯ 0.4 (n ϭ 10). The ventrolateral SCN peaked at ZT 8.1 Ϯ 0.2. Compared with control (Fig. 3a,d ), the dorsomedial SCN showed a 4.0 h phase delay and the ventrolateral SCN a 5.5 h phase delay. After three cycles of the 6 h delayed light schedule, the dorsomedial and ventrolateral regions regained their normal phase relationship (Fig. 3f ) . There was significant difference in the peak time within the SCN (ANOVA; F (14,126) ϭ 6.55; p Ͻ 0.001) when compared with control slices (two-way ANOVA; F (2,35) ϭ 547; p Ͻ 0.001). The time required to reestablish the steady-state phase relationships within the SCN was consistent with the time required for reentrainment of wheel-running activity after a 6 h phase delay (Yamazaki et al., 2000) . We also observed what appears to be an increase in the amplitude of luminescence in the dorsomedial region after the phase delay (Fig. 3e) . Although we observed a consistent small difference in peak luminescence between the ventrolateral and dorsomedial regions (Figs. 1c, 3a, 4a) , the difference appeared to increase transiently during delaying phase adjustments.
Per1-luc rhythms after 6 h phase advance
Phase advances in the light schedule lead to more prolonged desynchronization within the SCN than occurs with delays. On the first cycle after the phase advance, the ventrolateral region shifted significantly more than the dorsomedial and ventromedial regions, leading to an inversion in their normal phase relationship (Fig. 4b) . After 3 d of the new light cycle, the phase relationships among the different regions were not fully restored (Fig. 4c ). Only after 6 d of the new light regimen were the phase relationships within the SCN fairly well restored to their preshift condition (Fig. 4d ). An analysis using rhythm troughs yielded similar results with no significant phase differences among SCN regions on day 3 and the expected phase differences evident by day 6 (data not shown).
Examining the behavior of the dorsomedial and ventrolateral regions, on the first day after the light schedule shift, the dorsomedial SCN showed a broad peak and reversed phase relationship to the ventrolateral SCN compared with unshifted control slices (Fig. 4e,f ) . The peak phase in the dorsomedial SCN was ZT 7.9 Ϯ 0.5 (n ϭ 10) and in the ventrolateral SCN was ZT 5.2 Ϯ 0.3. The peak of the ventrolateral SCN at ZT 5.2 is phase advanced by Ͼ9 h compared with controls, and thus this region of the SCN appears to have significantly "overshot" the 6 h phase advance in the light schedule. On day 3, the peak phase in the dorsomedial SCN was ZT 7.9 Ϯ 0.4 (n ϭ 10) and in the ventrolateral SCN was ZT 8.4 Ϯ 0.6 (Fig. 4c,g ). There were no significant differences in the peak times within the SCN on day 3 (ANOVA; F (14,126) ϭ 1.37; p ϭ 0.18), indicating that the normal steady-state phase differences between the dorsomedial and ventrolateral regions had not yet been reestablished. After six cycles after the phase advance in the light schedule, the rhythm of Per1 expression had fully reentrained in the SCN (Fig. 4d,h ). The dorsomedial SCN (ZT 8.4 Ϯ 0.2; n ϭ 10) and the ventrolateral SCN (ZT 9.4 Ϯ 0.3) had reestablished their normal phase relationship. As with phase delays, the time taken reestablishing steady-state phase relationships within the SCN after a phase advance appeared to match the time course of behavioral adjustments, with phase advances taking longer than phase delays (Yamazaki et al., 2000) .
Discussion
There is increasing evidence from several rodent species that the SCN exhibits regionally specific characteristics that may underlay specialized functions in the rhythmic control of physiology and behavior (Yan et al., 1999; Schwartz et al., 2000; Hamada et al., 2001 Hamada et al., , 2004 Moore et al., 2002; Nagano et al., 2003; Schaap et al., 2003; Yamaguchi et al., 2003; de la Iglesia et al., 2004) . Our results, using real-time image analysis, indicate that there are stable phase differences in Per1 expression in rat, with phase varying in a topologically specific manner. This observation supports the findings of Yan and Okamura (2002) , who, using in situ hybridization techniques, reported a gradient in Per1 expression, in vivo, Figure 4 . Reentrainment of Per1 expression in the SCN to 6 h phase advance in the light cycle. a, Control phase plane. b, Phase plane on day 1 after 6 h advance in light schedule. The orientation of the phase plane formed by the tops of the histograms reveals that the lateral region of the SCN has shifted significantly more than the medial regions. c, On day 3 after the light schedule change, the phase relationships have not returned to normal, as indicated by the lack of a phase difference between the dorsomedial and ventrolateral regions. d, By 6 d after the advance in the light schedule, the regional phase differences have been restored. e, Per1-luc rhythms in dorsomedial and ventrolateral regions of the SCN before shift in light schedule (control). f-h, Per1-luc rhythms on days 1, 3, and 6 after light cycle advance. In e-h, error bars indicate SE. The conventions are the same as in Figure 3. beginning in the dorsomedial SCN and then spreading laterally. The results are also consistent with experiments on the SCN of mouse in which systematic regional differences in phase were detected (Yamaguchi et al., 2003) . Although the mechanism of the gradient expression is not clear, our result indicate that SCN temporal organization is conserved in the isolated SCN tissue slice, because we are able to measure these phase differences when Per1 rhythms are recorded in vitro.
Our results confirm previous studies (Yamazaki et al., 2000) that the Per1 rhythm measured over the entire SCN shifts rapidly in response to delays or advances in the light schedule. It differs slightly from the previous study in that the Per1-luc steady-state rhythm was more delayed (ZT 8.4 h vs ZT 6.9). It also differs from the previous work in the observation of an overshoot of the phase advance on the first cycle after the shift in the light schedule [the Yamazaki et al. (2000) study did not evaluate the third day after the light schedule advance]. We are uncertain about the basis of these differences, which could be attributable to the different rat line used in this study [W(perl)2 vs W(perl)1], the use of homozygotes versus heterozygotes, slightly different sized tissue slices, the culture medium, or, less likely, the measurement technology (video imaging of SCN vs photometry).
One possible source of experimental error that could affect the magnitude of the steady-state phase shifts in our experiments would be a change in the circadian time of dissection, in preparations in which the phase shift was still incomplete. If the procedure itself were to generate phase shifts that differed depending on dissection time, the ultimate phase of the incompletely shifted SCN might be differentially affected by the dissection procedure. We think it is unlikely that any underlying phase-response curve to dissection would have played a major role in determining the phase of the SCN in our experiments. In the case of phase advances, in which there is evidence that the behavior does shift slowly, an incomplete phase shift would have caused dissection time to move to early circadian times, toward the middle of the subjective day. We have not observed an effect on phase of dissections during the middle of the day compared with the end of the day (T. Yoshikawa, S. Yamazaki, and M. Menaker, unpublished observations). Consequently, we do not suspect that dissection time is an important factor in our experiments.
Our ability to measure the phase of the Per1-luc rhythm in different regions of the SCN reveals that the SCN undergoes transient desynchronization in Per1 rhythmicity after shifts in the light schedule. The desynchronization arises from different regions of the SCN readjusting at different rates. A similar result has been reported by Nagano et al. (2003) in an elegant study using in situ hybridization. The present study confirms and extends the results of Nagano et al. (2003) in that we are able to show that the phase differences measured in various regions of the SCN persist in the absence of feedback from behavioral activity or modulation from brain regions outside of the SCN and the small surrounding area present in the brain slice. This is a nontrivial issue, insofar as SCN electrical activity is influenced by locomotor behavior and other CNS inputs (Meijer et al., 1997; Yamazaki et al., 1998; Deboer et al., 2003) , and consequently, Per1 activity measured in vivo may reflect these extrinsic factors and not reveal the actual state of SCN oscillators.
In addition to changes in interregional phase differences after light schedule shifts, we also observed changes in the amplitude of the luminescence signals. Although in steady state we normally found the dorsomedial region to be brighter than the ventrolateral region, this difference appeared to increase transiently after a phase delay in the light schedule and possibly diminish during a phase advance. We are uncertain about the significance of such amplitude changes. The differences could reflect changes in the coherence of individual oscillators within a region during phase transitions or could be attributable to changes within individual neurons.
The regional differences that we observe in phase-shifting behavior may have their origins in the difference in how light information reaches different regions of the SCN. During the subjective night, light exposure induces Per1 expression that is limited to the ventrolateral SCN, with no induction detected in dorsomedial region Yan et al., 1999) . Our findings suggest that after the first cycle of a shifted light schedule, Per1 in the ventrolateral SCN is not only induced by light but also shifts more than other regions. This may be related to the fact that the ventrolateral region receives direct retinal input that then must spread to other regions (Romijn et al., 1997) . One attractive hypothesis is that the oscillators in the dorsomedial region are coupled to oscillators in the ventrolateral SCN via pathways that have been described previously (Watanabe et al., 2000; Aida et al., 2002) . The phase readjustment in the ventrolateral neurons may lead to electrical activity in dorsomedial neurons at times within the cycle when such activity generates phase shifts. Similarly, through bidirectional coupling, the dorsomedial oscillators may act to retard the oscillators in the ventrolateral region, reducing the 9 h phase advance to the steady-state 6 h phase shift. The situation with phase advances is perhaps the most unusual. In addition to the overshoot of steady-state phase by the ventrolateral region, after the shift in the light schedule, it appears that the dorsomedial region rapidly makes a complete phase shift, as estimated from peak activity. However, the rhythm amplitude is significantly damped and broadened. Although there are several possible explanations for the change in waveform, one possibility is that phase differences have arisen among oscillator neurons within the dorsomedial region, leading to a loss of rhythm coherence. What is notable and unexpected is that all regions of the SCN exhibit greater phase shifts after the exposure to the advanced light schedule than compared with a delayed schedule; however, it then takes longer to reestablish interregional phase relationships for phase advances (i.e., regaining normal temporal organization). In this regard, our results differ from the previous in vivo study by Nagano et al. (2003) . Although they also observed an overshoot in the ventrolateral region after a 6 h phase advance in the light schedule, they did not observe, as we did, a nearly complete phase advance in the dorsomedial region after one cycle of the shifted schedule. In their study, the dorsomedial region tracked the slow resetting kinetics of the locomotor behavior. These differences in results may reflect the action of feedback from locomotor activity and other oscillators that could act on the SCN in situ.
One important and unresolved issue is the extent to which feedback on the SCN from locomotor activity influences the phase of oscillators within different SCN regions. Locomotor activity acutely decreases SCN electrical activity (Meijer et al., 1997; Yamazaki et al., 1998; Schaap and Meijer, 2001) and Per1 expression (Maywood et al., 1999) . Nagano et al. (2003) showed that after a light schedule shift, the Per1 oscillation in the dorsomedial SCN and the locomotor rhythm appeared to follow a similar time course. They noted an inverse relationship between locomotor activity and Per1 expression in the dorsomedial SCN (Nagano et al., 2003) . It is unclear to what extent this phase relationship reflects the dorsomedial region controlling locomotor expression or, alternately, locomotor activity influencing the phase of dorsomedial oscillators.
The relationship between different SCN regions and locomotor activity can be complex and may reflect the state of synchrony within the SCN. A recent study in which rats were exposed to non-24 h light schedules, leading to two dominant periodicities in the locomotor record, revealed that molecular rhythms in the ventrolateral and dorsomedial SCNs were expressed in antiphase when the rhythms were measured during the subjective night of one rhythmic locomotor component and the subjective day of the other (de la Iglesia et al., 2004) . Although one cannot rule out feedback from locomotor activity to the SCN in driving the apparent internal desynchronization, the result raises the intriguing issue that rhythmicity in different regions of the SCN may exert control over different components of the locomotor record. It will be important to confirm this observation under more naturalistic 24 h entrainment conditions. During phase shifts, there is evidence for temporal desynchrony at many levels of organization. At the transcriptional level, within the SCN, there is evidence for changes in the phase relationships among genes during phase readjustments brought about by light cycle shifts. Reddy et al. (2002) reported a rapid shift of Per1 and Per2 oscillations and a relatively slow shift of Cryptochrome 1 after an acute LD cycle shift. In addition, Per1 and Per2 have been found to behave differently during advancing and delaying phase shifts (Albrecht et al., 2001; Yan and Silver, 2002) . At the tissue level, there is evidence that Per1 and electrical rhythmicity dissociate during light schedule shifts . From our study and that by Nagano et al. (2003) , there is evidence for regionally specific phase shifting kinetics of circadian rhythms in transcriptional activity. Finally, at the system level, there is a clear indication that different peripheral tissues (Yamazaki et al., 2000) and different brain regions (Abe et al., 2002) exhibit different resetting behavior than the SCN or locomotor behavior. The results from many of these studies suggest that temporal organization within mammals is complex, and resynchronization to new light schedules involves complex adjustments at many levels of organization including within individual SCN pacemaker neurons, within the SCN tissue, and between the SCN and other circadian rhythm generators.
